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today, Blum presents a study of American covert and overt interference in the internal affairs of other
The History of the American Expedition Fighting the Bolsheviki; Campaigning in North Russia 1918-1919 Joel

countries. Each chapter of the book covers a year in which the author takes one particular country case and

R. (Joel Roscoe) B. Moore 2018-11-10

tells the story.

The Strange Story Book Mrs. Lang 1913

Schools of Thought Rexford Brown 1993-08-10 As a result of his visits to classrooms across the nation, Brown

In the Heart of the Antarctic Sir Ernest Shackleton 2000 Frustrated by his experiences on an expedition led by

has compiled an engaging, thought-provoking collection of classroom vignettes which show the ways in which

Captain Robert Scott, explorer Ernest Shackleton, in 1907, launched his own attempt to reach the South Pole.

national, state, and local school politics translate into changed classroom practices. "Captures the breadth,

At the mercy of a hostile continent it was to become the most extreme test of endurance imaginable. This is

depth, and urgency of education reform".--Bill Clinton.

his thrilling account of that expedition.

Spinifex and Sand David Wynford Carnegie 2022-06-02 "Spinifex and Sand" is a travelogue by David Wynford

Britain and International Law in West Africa Inge Van Hulle 2020-10-22 Africa often remains neglected in

Carnegie. In 1896-1897, the Hon. David Wynford Carnegie, born in 1871, the youngest son of the Earl of

studies that discuss the historical relationship between international law and imperialism during the nineteenth

Southesk, led one of the last great expeditions in the exploration of Australia. His route from Lake Darlôt to

century. When it does feature, focus tends to be on the Scramble for Africa, and the treaties concluded

Halls Creek and return took thirteen months and covered over three thousand miles. Carnegie financed his

between European powers and African polities in which sovereignty and territory were ceded. Drawing on a

expedition from the results of a successful gold strike at Lake Darlôt. The following pages profess to be no

wide range of archival material, Inge Van Hulle brings a fresh new perspective to this traditional narrative. She

more than a faithful narrative of five years spent on the goldfields and in the far interior of Western Australia.

reviews the use and creation of legal instruments that expanded or delineated the boundaries between British

History of the Expedition to Russia Philippe-Paul comte de Ségur 1827

jurisdiction and African communities in West Africa, and uncovers the practicality and flexibility with which

Western Imperialism in the Middle East 1914-1958 D. K. Fieldhouse 2006-04-06 The term 'Fertile Crescent' is

international legal discourse was employed in imperial contexts. This legal experimentation went beyond

commonly used as shorthand for the group of territories extending around the Rivers Tigris and Euphrates.

treaties of cession, and also encompassed commercial treaties, the abolition of the slave trade,

Here it is assumed to consist of Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq and Palestine. Much has been written on the

extraterritoriality, and the use of force. The book argues that, by the 1880s, the legal techniques that were

history of these countries which were taken from the Ottoman empire after 1918 and became Mandates under

fashioned in the language of international law in West Africa had largely developed their own substantive

the League of Nations. For the most part the histories of these countries have been handled either individually

characteristics. Legal ordering was not done in reference to adjudication before Western courts or the writings

or as part of the history of Britain or France. In the first instance the emphasis has normally been on the

of Western lawyers, but in reference to what was deemed politically expedient and practically feasible by

development of nationalism and local resistance to alien control in a particular territory, leading to the modern

imperial agents for the preservation of social peace, commercial interaction, and humanitarian agendas.

successor state. In the second most studies have concentrated separately on how either France or Britain

Killing Hope William Blum 2003 Is the United States a force for democracy? From 1940s China to Guatemala

handled the great problems they inherited, seldom comparing their strategies. The aim of this book is to see
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the region as a whole and from both the European and indigenous points of view. The central argument is

Plakas V. Drinski 1993

that the mandate system failed in its stated purpose of establishing stable democratic states out of what had

How To Win Friends And Influence People Dale Carnegie 2022-05-17 "How to Win Friends and Influence

been provinces or parts of provinces within the Ottoman empire. Rather it generated basically unstable

People" is one of the first best-selling self-help books ever published. It can enable you to make friends

polities and, in the special case of Palestine, one totally unresolved, and possibly unsolvable, conflict. The

quickly and easily, help you to win people to your way of thinking, increase your influence, your prestige, your

result was to leave the Middle East as perhaps the most volatile part of the world in the later twentieth

ability to get things done, as well as enable you to win new clients, new customers._x000D_ Twelve Things

century and beyond. The main purpose of the book is to examine why this was so.

This Book Will Do For You:_x000D_ Get you out of a mental rut, give you new thoughts, new visions, new

The Partition of Africa John Scott Keltie 1895

ambitions._x000D_ Enable you to make friends quickly and easily._x000D_ Increase your popularity._x000D_

Order of Battle of the United States Land Forces in the World War 1931

Help you to win people to your way of thinking._x000D_ Increase your influence, your prestige, your ability to

The Cultural Cold War Frances Stonor Saunders 2013-11-05 During the Cold War, freedom of expression was

get things done._x000D_ Enable you to win new clients, new customers._x000D_ Increase your earning

vaunted as liberal democracy’s most cherished possession—but such freedom was put in service of a hidden

power._x000D_ Make you a better salesman, a better executive._x000D_ Help you to handle complaints,

agenda. In The Cultural Cold War, Frances Stonor Saunders reveals the extraordinary efforts of a secret

avoid arguments, keep your human contacts smooth and pleasant._x000D_ Make you a better speaker, a

campaign in which some of the most vocal exponents of intellectual freedom in the West were working for or

more entertaining conversationalist._x000D_ Make the principles of psychology easy for you to apply in your

subsidized by the CIA—whether they knew it or not. Called "the most comprehensive account yet of the

daily contacts._x000D_ Help you to arouse enthusiasm among your associates._x000D_ Dale Carnegie

[CIA’s] activities between 1947 and 1967" by the New York Times, the book presents shocking evidence of

(1888-1955) was an American writer and lecturer and the developer of famous courses in self-improvement,

the CIA’s undercover program of cultural interventions in Western Europe and at home, drawing together

salesmanship, corporate training, public speaking, and interpersonal skills. Born into poverty on a farm in

declassified documents and exclusive interviews to expose the CIA’s astonishing campaign to deploy the likes

Missouri, he was the author of How to Win Friends and Influence People (1936), a massive bestseller that

of Hannah Arendt, Isaiah Berlin, Leonard Bernstein, Robert Lowell, George Orwell, and Jackson Pollock as

remains popular today._x000D_

weapons in the Cold War. Translated into ten languages, this classic work—now with a new preface by the

Foreign Fighters David Malet 2013-05-23 Foreign Fighters is the comprehensive study of foreign fighters

author—is "a real contribution to popular understanding of the postwar period" (The Wall Street Journal), and

examines patterns of recruitment using original data sets and detailed diverse case studies, and how

its story of covert cultural efforts to win hearts and minds continues to be relevant today.

recruiters use frames of existential threat to strengthen rebel groups.

A Guide to the Study and Use of Military History John E. Jessup 1979

The Law Times 1896

Lessons Encountered National Defense University 2015 This volume represents an early attempt at assessing

Where the Salmon Run Trova Heffernan 2017-05-01 Billy Frank Jr. was an early participant in the fight for

the Long War, now in its 14th year. Forged in the fires of the 9/11 attacks, the war includes campaigns

tribal fishing rights during the 1960s. Roughed up, belittled, and handcuffed on the riverbank, he emerged as

against al Qaeda, major conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, and operations in the Horn of Africa, the Republic

one of the most influential Northwest Indians in modern history. His efforts helped bring about the 1974 ruling

of the Philippines, and globally, in the air and on the sea. The authors herein treat only the campaigns in

by Federal Judge George H. Boldt affirming Northwest tribal fishing rights and allocating half the harvestable

Afghanistan and Iraq, the largest U.S. efforts. It is intended for future senior officers, their advisors, and other

catch to them. Today, he continues to support Indian country and people by working to protect salmon and

national security decisionmakers. By derivation, it is also a book for students in joint professional military

restore the environment. Where the Salmon Run tells the life story of Billy Frank Jr., from his father's

education courses, which will qualify them to work in the field of strategy. While the book tends to focus on

influential tales, through the difficult and contentious days of the Fish Wars, to today. Based on extensive

strategic decisions and developments of land wars among the people, it acknowledges that the status of the

interviews with Billy, his family, close advisors, as well as political allies and former foes, and the holdings of

United States as a great power and the strength of its ground forces depend in large measure on the

Washington State's cultural institutions, we learn about the man behind the legend, and the people who

dominance of the U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force in their respective domains.

helped him along the way.
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The Boyscouts' Book of Campfire Stories Franklin K. Mathiews 2010 "The campfire for ages has been the

The Sailor's Word-book William Henry Smyth 1867

place of council and friendship and story-telling. The mystic glow of the fire quickens the mind, warms the

U.S. Marines In Vietnam: The Advisory And Combat Assistance Era, 1954-1964 Capt. Robert H. Whitlow

heart, awakens memories of happy, glowing tales that fairly leap to the lips." Contains stories from Jack

2016-08-09 This is the first of a series of chronological histories prepared by the Marine Corps History and

London, Ellis Parker Butler and others. Originally published in 1921.

Museums Division to cover the entire span of Marine Corps involvement in the Vietnam conflict. This

The Cambridge World History of Violence Louise Edwards 2020-03-31

particular volume covers a relatively obscure chapter in U.S. Marine Corps history—the activities of Marines in

Dressing for Altitude Dennis R. Jenkins 2012-08-27 "Since its earliest days, flight has been about pushing the

Vietnam between 1954 and 1964. The narrative traces the evolution of those activities from a one-man

limits of technology and, in many cases, pushing the limits of human endurance. The human body can be the

advisory operation at the conclusion of the French-Indochina War in 1954 to the advisory and combat support

limiting factor in the design of aircraft and spacecraft. Humans cannot survive unaided at high altitudes. There

activities of some 700 Marines at the end of 1964. As the introductory volume for the series this account has

have been a number of books written on the subject of spacesuits, but the literature on the high-altitude

an important secondary objective: to establish a geographical, political, and military foundation upon which the

pressure suits is lacking. This volume provides a high-level summary of the technological development and

subsequent histories can be developed.

operational use of partial- and full-pressure suits, from the earliest models to the current high altitude, full-

The Prolonged Partition and Its Pogroms A. J. Kamra 2000

pressure suits used for modern aviation, as well as those that were used for launch and entry on the Space

Fort Union and the Frontier Army in the Southwest Leo E. Oliva 1993

Shuttle. The goal of this work is to provide a resource on the technology for suits designed to keep humans

The Law of Self Defense Andrew Branca 2021-04-15

alive at the edge of space."--NTRS Web site.

The Expedition of Humphry Clinker Tobias George Smollett 2005-11-01 Before I was born, [my aunt] had

24: Deadline James Swallow 2014-08-05 A tie-in to the television series, which connects the final moments of

gone such lengths in the way of flirting with a recruiting officer, that her reputation was a little singed. She

the last season with the first moments of the new season, follows Jack Bauer as he tries to see his daughter

afterwards made advances to the curate of the parish...-from "To Sir Watkin Phillips, of Jesus college, Oxon,

before fleeing an FBI task force and a Russian operations unit.

Bath, May 6"An often overlooked but nevertheless important name in the history of the English novel, Tobias

The New Urban Frontier Neil Smith 2005-10-26 Why have so many central and inner cities in Europe, North

Smollett greatly influenced Dickens, with his unsentimental depiction of poverty, and was a favorite of William

America and Australia been so radically revamped in the last three decades, converting urban decay into new

Makepeace Thackeray, who called The Expedition of Humphry Clinker "the most laughable story that has

chic? Will the process continue in the twenty-first century or has it ended? What does this mean for the

ever been written since the goodly art of novel-writing began."An early example of the epistolary novel,

people who live there? Can they do anything about it? This book challenges conventional wisdom, which

consisting entirely of letters written between its characters, this is Smollett's last book, completed and

holds gentrification to be the simple outcome of new middle-class tastes and a demand for urban living. It

published just before his death in 1771. Far less brutal than his earlier work, it is the comic story of Humphry

reveals gentrification as part of a much larger shift in the political economy and culture of the late twentieth

Clinker, a poor lad who joins a touring party of aristocrats on their journey through city and country. Smollett's

century. Documenting in gritty detail the conflicts that gentrification brings to the new urban 'frontiers', the

satire on the well-to-do and the fripperies that consumed their society echoes in countless writers who came

author explores the interconnections of urban policy, patterns of investment, eviction, and homelessness. The

after him, from Jane Austen to "Bridget Jones" with her diary.Scottish writer TOBIAS GEORGE SMOLLETT

failure of liberal urban policy and the end of the 1980s financial boom have made the end-of-the-century city a

(1721-1771) trained as a surgeon but found far more success as a novelist; he also worked as an editor and

darker and more dangerous place. Public policy and the private market are conspiring against minorities,

translator. Among his works are Roderick Random (1748) and The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle (1751).

working people, the poor, and the homeless as never before. In the emerging revanchist city, gentrification

The Mounted Police of Natal H. P. Holt 1913

has become part of this policy of revenge.

Decolonizing Knowledge Frédérique Apffel-Marglin 1996-04-25 Development failures, environmental

The Coldest March Susan Solomon 2002-11-12 Details the expedition of Robert Falcon Scott and his British

degradation and social fragmentation can no longer be regarded as side effects of `externalities'. They are the

team to the South Pole in 1912.

toxic consequences of pretensions that the modern Western view of knowledge is a universal neutral view,
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applicable to all people at all times. The very word `development' and its cognates `underdevelopment' and

proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in

`developing' confidently mark the `first' world's as the future of the `third'. This book argues that the linear

an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an

evolutionary paradigm of development that comes out of modern Western view of knowledge is a

important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

contemporary form of colonialism. The authors - covering topics as diverse as the theory of knowledge

My Arctic Journal Josephine Diebitsch Peary 2002-01-01 Wife of self-proclaimed North Pole discoverer

underlying the work of John Maynard Keynes, what the renowned British geneticist J.B.S. Haldane was

Robert Edwin Peary, Josephine Peary was the first white woman to take part in an Artic exploration.

looking for when he migrated to India, the knowledge of Mexican and Indian peasants - propose a pluralistic

Unavailable for nearly a century, this book is her account of Peary's 1891-92 expedition, of her adventurous

vision and decolonization of knowledge: the replacement of one-way transfers of knowledge and technology

experiences and cultural encounters, and of her extraordinary treks across the world's upper reaches. This

by dialogue and mutual learning.

rare, firsthand account--the only Arctic memoir composed by a woman--provides an accurate, elaborate

Black Soldier, White Army William T. Bowers 1997-05 The history of the 24th Infantry regiment in Korea is a

picture of Arctic geography and Inuit culture.

difficult one, both for the veterans of the unit & for the Army. This book tells both what happened to the 24th

The Voyage of the Vega Round Asia and Europe Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld 1881 Account of Nordenskiold's

Infantry, & why it happened. The Army must be aware of the corrosive effects of segregation & the racial

expedition through North East Passage in Vega in 1878-1880. Abbreviated translation of Swedish original

prejudices that accompanied it. The consequences of the system crippled the trust & mutual confidence so

"Vegas fard Kring Asien och Europa", Stockholm 1880-81.

necessary among the soldiers & leaders of combat units & weakened the bonds that held the 24th together,

Secrets of Modern Knife Fighting David E. Steele 1982-06-01

producing profound effects on the battlefield. Tables, maps & illustrations.

The Texas Rangers Walter Prescott Webb 2010-07-22 The renowned historian’s classic study of the Texas

Small Wars Manual United States. Marine Corps 1940

Ranger Division, presented with its original illustrations and a foreword by Lyndon B. Johnson. Texas Rangers

28th Annual Report South African Library for the Blind 2021-09-10 This work has been selected by scholars

tells the story of this unique law enforcement agency from its origin in 1823, when it was formed by “Father of

as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in

Texas” Stephen F. Austin, to the 1930s, when legendary lawman Frank Hamer tracked down the infamous

the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you

outlaws Bonnie and Clyde. Both colorful and authoritative, it presents the evolution and exploits of the Texas

may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of

Rangers through Comanche raids, the Mexican War, annexation, secession, and on into the 20th century.

the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced,

Written in 1935 by Walter Prescott Webb, the pioneering historian of the American West, Texas Rangers is a

and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been

true classic of Texas history.
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